
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Market overview and competitive landscape in beauty retailing market
•• Changes in consumer spending on different beauty retailing channels
•• Consumers’ pain points of shopping in online and offline channels
•• Consumer perceptions of different beauty retailing channels
•• Consumers’ information needs from personal beauty advisor or brand

community

45% of surveyed consumers have spent more money on beauty and personal
care products on domestic comprehensive shopping websites in the last year. It
indicates positive attitudes toward beauty products among Chinese consumers
in the post-pandemic era. Meanwhile, the emergence of new shopping
platforms such as Douyin livestreaming and O2O platforms enables brands to
reach more potential consumers.
However, offline channels still face challenges. Besides regular supermarkets/
hypermarkets, over half of consumers haven’t bought any beauty and personal
care products in other bricks-and-mortar stores in the last year. Although new
retailers are entering the market quickly, offline channels still face severe
challenges, such as the question of how to provide competitive price in the
face of online channels and how to improve the trial experience for consumers.
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“Brands need to operate
private domain traffic in an
effective way, providing
personalised product
recommendations and
practical beauty tips, and
leveraging non-beauty
information to cater to
consumers’ emotional needs,
so as to retain consumer
interest and cultivate brand
loyalty.”
– Jane Chai, Research
Analyst
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Figure 9: Examples of rauer and PMPM’s personal beauty
advisors sharing beauty tips, China, 2021
Figure 10: Example of PMPM’s personal beauty advisor
sharing travelling photos, China, 2021

• Improve online services to recruit more consumers
Figure 11: Examples of Kiehl’s little game to distribute samples,
China, 2021
Figure 12: Examples of online sampling platform ‘Tmall U Trial’,
China, 2021
Figure 13: Face Maestro from Armani Beauty, China, 2021

• Strong momentum in 2021
Figure 14: Best-and worst-case forecast of total value sales
of beauty retailing, China, 2016-26

• Cosmetics stores are the drivers for offline channels
Figure 15: Store number of beauty retailer outlets, by segment,
2019-21

• Elevated importance of beauty in consumers’ daily lives
• Expanded consumer groups offer opportunities
• Emerging purchase channels help reach more potential

consumers
• Private domain traffic drives growth

• Top retailers are under transformation
• Watsons
• Sephora
• AFIONA

Figure 16: Sales value, store number and sales per store of the
top five beauty retailers, China, 2020-21

• Digitalisation enhances offline shopping experience
Figure 17: Example of digitalisation in B+ Tube stores, China,
2020

• Cultivating the new channel – Douyin live streaming
Figure 18: Herborist’s Douyin live streaming featuring popular
TV series, China, 2021

• Leveraging immersive experiences to build emotional
connection
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Figure 19: Armani Box On Air pop-up store with four curated
scenarios, China, 2020

• Building a sustainable mindset in consumers
Figure 20: Watsons’ sustainable choices category, China,
2021

• Experiment with contactless beauty
Figure 21: SK-II’s Mini Magic Scan contactless skin test
machine, China, 2021

• Regular supermarkets/hypermarkets remain the most
popular offline channels
Figure 22: Changes in spending on BPC products in offline
channels, 2021

• Women devote more money into brand counters; men prefer
convenience store/grocery stores
Figure 23: Changes in spending on BPC products in offline
channels – spend more, by gender, 2021

• Different ages have different priorities
Figure 24: Changes in spending on BPC products in offline
channels – spend more, by age, 2021

• High price and limited product choices are the biggest
disadvantages for offline channels
Figure 25: Pain points of shopping BPC products in offline
channels, 2021

• Trial experience could be better
• Young women prioritise trial experiences; young men focus

more on gifts/benefits
Figure 26: Pain points of shopping BPC products in offline
channels, female, by age, 2021
Figure 27: Pain points of shopping BPC products in offline
channels, male, by age, 2021

• Affluent consumers are most concerned about limited
product choices
Figure 28: Pain points of shopping BPC products in offline
channels, by monthly personal income, 2021

• Domestic comprehensive shopping websites are
mainstream

WHO’S INNOVATING?

CHANGES IN SPENDING IN OFFLINE CHANNELS

PAIN POINTS OF SHOPPING OFFLINE

CHANGES IN SPENDING IN ONLINE CHANNELS
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Figure 29: Changes in spending on BPC products in online
channels, 2021

• Live stream/short video platforms attract young men and
women in their 30s
Figure 30: Changes in spending on BPC products in online
channels – live streaming/short video platforms, 2021

• Trial experiences are also important for online shopping
Figure 31: Pain points of shopping BPC products in online
channels, 2021

• Online services still have room for improvements
• 18-24s prefer customised services; 50-59s pay attention to

genuine safeguard
Figure 32: Pain points of shopping BPC products in online
channels, by age, 2021

• Methodology
• Cosmetics stores can highlight their good service and

quality guarantee
Figure 33: Correspondence analysis – Perceptions of
purchasing channels, 2021

• Domestic comprehensive shopping websites are strongly
associated with convenience

• Brands' official websites/apps/WeChat mini-program
provides rich product information

• Live streaming/short video platforms have less distinctive
position

• Customised and practical information are the most popular
Figure 34: Information needs from personal beauty advisors
or brand communities, 2021

• Non-beauty information also arouses consumer interest
• Affluent consumers are more interested in offline services

Figure 35: Information needs from personal beauty advisors
or brand communities, 2021

Figure 36: Market value and annual change of beauty
retailing, China, 2016-26

PAIN POINTS OF SHOPPING ONLINE

PERCEPTIONS OF PURCHASING CHANNELS

INFORMATION NEEDS FROM PRIVATE DOMAIN TRAFFIC

APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST
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• Consumer research methodology
• Fan chart forecast
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX –METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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